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Loren Ledesma, Jerry Weil and Duane Taniguchi in “I’m Not Just a Comic Genius” at the Secret Rose Theatre. Photo: Courtesy of Company.

SWEET
The show is worth seeing if you are in the mood for a light comedy.
Daniel Faigin – Observations Along the Road
SWEET
It is hilarious, disturbing, superbly written and immediately engaging.
Corina Roberts – La Canada Flintridge Patch
SWEET
Riotous comedy sequences, nice wordplay, and fine acting make I’m Not Just a Comic Genius entertaining and enlightening.
Mary Mallory – Tolucan Times
SWEET
Through it all, Schorr carries the show with natural grace and an endearing style, under the apt direction of Rick Shaw.
Ingrid Wilmot – Will Call
SWEET
And so it goes, this umpteenth effort by Sherman Oaks’ answer to Neil Simon, Art Shulman. Shulman may not be a great writer, but he
is a crowd pleaser, and that’s what …COMIC GENIUS is sure to be. Direction by Secret Rose owner Rick Shaw, is sure-footed and
other tech credits (including set by the ubiquitous Chris Winfield) are serviceable. Your heart will warm to the somewhat touching
conclusion of the piece and that’s OK!
Robert Axelrod – Reviewplays
I’M NOT JUST A COMIC GENIUS
The Secret Rose Theatre
11246 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood
Through July 27, 2014
Friday and Saturday nights at 8pm and Sundays at 2pm
Tickets: $22; (818) 465-3213
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About the Author: We don’t “review” shows here at the Lemon, rather we "review" reviews by gathering them from a
variety of local review sites around the internet, judging them to be positive or negative, then forming an aggregate score that we call a
LEMONMETER RATING, showing how well that show has been reviewed in total. For more detail on how the LemonMeter works
visit here.
- See more at: http://losangeles.bitter-lemons.com/2014/07/22/im-not-just-a-comic-genius-secret-rose-theatre-100sweet/#sthash.0lWNYmCl.i68Q7ATQ.dpuf

